Proud to be an Indian though
It saddens my heart
To see my people suffer yet I sing
I love my countr

My Country

Poverty and unemployment
Are the twin evils which
Hit us hard, but our
Oneness and unity binds us together.
Our rich heritage and culture
Makes me feel proud
The dream in marble-Taj
Reminds me of our Glorious past
Brain drain has not weakened
Us, it’s made the world
Realize we believe in
Saying vasudhaiva kutumbakam
My India my pride
Love to be an Indian
Let us join hands to Make
our country no:1 in the World .

Ms Sunir Nagi
Principal.

Namaste dear readers, resilience is accepting your new reality even if it is less good than the one you had before. At the outset I would like to thank you all stakeholders for being resilient during this pandemic and being with us during this testing
Times. The tandem extractors like a thunderbolt out of the blue but nay we were not perturbed . Our teachers were trained to
be Tech savvy. We prepared best of models keeping in mind the learning outcomes of students. Activities have become a part
of online teaching and students are enjoying it. At this juncture,I would like to thank our parents who had been cooperating
incessantly to make online teaching a grand success for all of us during these testing Times .we have stood together as one big
family and I know it is difficult staying in doors and trying to keep Corona at bay. this is the best measure that we can use to
fight back against the pandemic. Our resilience speaks volumes, earlier students used to come to school now School comes
home on your electronic gadgets . definitely this change was not an easy one to adapt to , but yes the changing Times may
thus adapt to online teaching too. With almost four months online classes I can personally see students take part in several
activities and enjoy them too. I can see students enjoy the virtual field trips and the picnics, I commend the active participation of our parent community. Had it not been for you we could not have been able to spell out the words success. No matter
what ,the show has to go on .we are also conducting online assessments to cross check the understanding of your ward and
coming up soon are some new kind of assessments which I am sure you are going to enjoy especially for primary and middle
school students wherein we will be introducing peer assessment, parents assessment, self assessment and teacher assessment
so the assessment is going to be 360 degrees and I am pretty sure this will give us an insight into what the students havr already learnt carving out for a better future for a young ones.
Indian economy has been badly hit by the pandemic, yet we are thankful to you for the support which you have always given
us and I am sure you will continue to support us in the coming days too. Teachers are the backbone of online teaching and
their happiness speaks volumes. I have seen students express their joy during online classes I know they are missing community life, they miss meeting friends in school, running around, playing but nevertheless meeting their friends and teachers
during online classes gives a boost to their morale. We shall overcome the pandemic too. it is not come to stay with us it has
come to go away. till then let me appeal to you
*keep children indoors
*avoid taking out the mask as far as possible
*Corona is not friendly with anybody it's a ruthless friend and worst enemy.

*Let's teach our young ones the magic of washing hands at regular intervals.
*Maintain hygiene wherever they are.
*Use of mask when they step out of home.
Keep learning from home, keep having fun,be creative ,enjoy the time that you are getting to spend with your family.
Please keep checking our facebook page for virtual activities done by students. We look forward to hearing from you through
the feedback form to help us serve you better. God bless you, praying for safety of all during the pandemic.
Regards Principal Mrs SUNIR NAGI
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MY COUNTRY

Plant a tree, grow a flower – let’s give mother earth back her power
The year 2020 seemed a cozy twosome but alas! It brought separation in the world.
Using the Internet to our advantage we gathered together and celebrated, “ The World Nature Conservation Day, on virtual platform on 28th July 2020 at 9:00 am. The assembly was presided over by our esteemed Principal Ms. Sunir Nagi and our subject teachers.
The assembly began with a presentation focusing on importance of conservation and how lockdown has
cured nature in course of it. Some of our friends thrilled us with ingeniously created skits that were very
informative. We shared beautifully and imaginatively crafted slogans and posters. Our friends regaled us
with fascinating dance performance on Mother Nature. Our program ended with an exciting quiz on Nature’s Conservation. The message that we carried was ‘It is the time that we start to care, rather later
frown to see the nature bare’, The students of grade IX were encouraged to turn off electronics at home
on 28.7.2020 from 7:00 pm to 7:15 pm to observe the day, to conserve electricity I am sure all the students of our grade are inspired to fulfil their responsibilities in conserving nature .
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MY COUNTRY
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War is costly Peace is Priceless
As said in the above phrase Destruction or war is always harmful for the human race and history has the
Brutal story to be told to the world which happened on 6 thAnd 9th August in 1945, the Hiroshima and the
Nagasaki city of Japan was detonated by nuclear bomb by The United States of America . It was the day
when shadows buried. These two events still resonate to this day and serve as the greatest warning of the devastating effects of nuclear weapons.
To Give an awareness about this destruction and what action the world has taken to stop these kind of destruction a special assembly was conducted for the students of grade 5 and 6 where teachers explained the
detail information about the event in the form of ppt.
The students came to know about – What happened in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, why did US drop bomb and
what was the impact of the bomb and why 6th August is observed as Anti-Nuclear Day. For the need and importance of peace, The UNO was formed on 24th October 1945 that aims to promote world peace.

Pramila Rani
Grade VI- Teacher
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Power of reading
Reading Makes a man, a wise person and the
wise man reads the books and life itself.
Reading has at all times and in all ages been a
source of knowledge, of happiness, of pleasure
and even moral courage. Good books have
worthwhile themes, sparkling languages and
unforgettable characters. Reading is power ,to
enhance this grade 6 has conducted an assembly on 7th August 2020 where the importance
of reading was discussed with the children by
the help of a ppt and Students too spoke about
the importance of reading , recited the poem on
reading and an act was presented in which it
emphasized that reading a book is far better
than watching a movie. Famous people pictures were shown who have the habit of reading. Parents too shared their views on importance of reading and why children should
inculcate the habit of reading.
Karishma Nalli
Grade VII

QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT-unity is strength
An assembly on Quit India Movement was conducted
by students of grade X. we the students understood
how On August 8, Gandhiji gave the call for a mass
movement demanding British withdrawal from India. The mantra : ‘Do or Die’. We shall either free
India or die trying; we shall not live to see the perpetuation of our slavery.” A video on Quit India movement was showcased in the assembly provoking us
towards patriotism. A PPT presentation of various
leaders who participated in this struggle was shown
and explained .
An interesting Quiz was conducted for all of us on this
topic. Many interesting knowledgeable questions were
asked by the quiz master. The assembly became a informative one as our Principal, Ms Sunir Nagi ,spoke
about the main crux of the movement was to get freedom from British and how the Indians fought for the
cause, being united and brave The speech also included how Students should value of being ‘United’, if
we are united , we stand, else you will fall’, this is
the message to be known in the value of being together and standing together for the right cause.
The strength of being together will be enough to
stand against the toughest situations’
Nameeta Menon
Grade XC
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THE IMPACT OF AR LEARNING ON STUDENTS
“I DO BELIEVE THAT AUGMENTED REALITY WILL BE THE BIGGEST TECHNOLOGY THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN”
TIM SWEENY
The research on augmented reality applications in education is still in an early stages and there
is lack of research on the effects and implications of augmented reality in the field of education. There is a difference between virtual and augmented reality. Virtual reality immerses people in experiences, often with a lot of expensive technology like headsets, whereas augmented
reality starts with a real life view of something and inserts images onto the screen or viewer.
Right now the technology we have is not advanced enough to be used in a classroom. However
there are various apps in development right now which are giving their users immersive experiences. Apps about the human anatomy , space , are slowly developing into the app market.
Teachers are now finding ways to use augmented learning technology to make lessons more
engaging for the students, and to ensure that students are more likely to grasp the subject. Augmented reality is an on demand learning technique where the environment adapts to the learner
and they can gain greater understanding of a topic while stimulating discovery and learning

. AR learning has a lot of benefits which includes increased content understanding, learning
spatial structure and function , learning language associations, long term memory retention,
improved physical tasking, and increased student motivation. I myself have used AR apps on
my IOS device. Apps like froggipedia , Big Bang AR caught my attention and I installed them.
I opened froggipedia which is an app which tells us about the frog anatomy and lets us know
about every system in the body of a frog. It has an interactive experience which lets us dissect
the body and know about the amphibian. I have a special interest towards astronomy which led
me to install Big Bang AR. .
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It tells about the journey of space from the big bang to now. Narrated by Tilda Swinton, it is a
very refined app and gives us the knowledge about the universe. The formation of our Sun,
Earth and even the entire Milky Way is depicted in it. Companies like Google have put forth an
AR experience in their browser. Even Apple and other big companies are spending millions of
dollars in the research and development in AR education. Using augmented reality in the class
room can turn an ordinary class into an engaging experience. AR technology provides virtual
examples and adds gaming elements to support textbook material. As a result, classes become
more interactive. Imagine sitting in a classroom where you are underwater learning about marine life. AR will cause a revolution in the education system in the near future and students will
be using it everyday. This technology has improved in the recent years with more powerful devices improving learning experience significantly.

BY K.SRI PRANAV, CLASS 9B
PALLAVI MODEL SCHOOL,
ALWAL
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Active partipation of our parents in online
classes during this Pandemic situation has proven
that learning is a continuous process. Presenting
their thought and knowledge has not only raised
the confidence in them but has been transmitted to
our children. Thank you madam Rakhi Chahar for
making our children aware about how water cycle
helps in raising the under ground water level.

Rakhi Chahar, GRADE-IV

Col Chatterjee, showed us the real life of Siachen glacier soldiers, we observed 30 sec silence for the
Brave Heart Santosh Babu who was under Sir. His
words melted our hearts and our heart swelled with
pride to been associated with him and the devotion towards the country. I am so surprised our students have
so much knowledge about Indian army functionality and
asked their doubts so intelligently. Learning outcome :
They have realized that Soldiers life is not rosy, they are
always on the line of life and death,they dont grumble
and whine like the way we do. We ended our 45 min
webinar saluting the army officer with standing ovation
and with National Anthem... My mini Independence day
celebration is completed :you have explained so well
about life of soldier who are quarantined but donot
grumble, with that of our commoner,
Kargil Paramvir Chakra
Manoj Pandey, Aman Kaliya amol.

In this present scenario of pollution and population outburst all over world, Conservation of Environment is the most important
thing to be done. During the live session conducted
by Mrs. Vamshi Priya on Conservation of Environment, the children learned how essential trees are
for us. The children also learned the importance
and benefit of each and every kind of plant. They
became familiar with their responsibilities towards
nature.
Mrs. Vamshi Priya
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Chake De INDIA

My Flag

Chake De India, Range de India
Slogan heard all over the media.
Patriotic spirit engraved in our hearts,
Different design of flag created via graphical arts.
India’s glory, an asylum for every one,
Varied cultures, religions together have fun
But day by day and year by year she is troubled,
for the nuisance of terrorism is doubled.
Killed and wrecked the beautiful India,
The cultured paradise broke to pieces … it’s my phobia.
Men ravage against men, on the edge of the gun, our life tunes,
Her pristine white land, now has crimson wounds.
War on war is over, still terrors loiter and cold war lurks…
Fair and innocent people unknown, live in constant fears…
On the roads carpeted with dead leaves,
Now we see soldiers with rifles and arms,
The serene lakeside now rings with gunshots in the night.
Murder and rape, bloodshed, strike and riots at bright light,
Unrest and unemployment, devastating the people’s mind,
Human greed and quest is the result of devastation of divine
land,
Now a ravaged paradise, a creation of reign,
Now delegated to evil demonic men.

I salute my Tricolor Flag,
It Rises my Patriotic Pride.
In Wind Sparkling Flag Waves,
As Anthem Sung by Billion Hearts.

Enough is enough lets not weep,
Lets us sweep the filthy ideas cheap.
Let’s lead India, to better Nation,
And shun the cruel group’s intension.
Say stop not in words but in actions,
In part of bribe, strikes, dispute and incorrect decisions.
Together lets say Chake De India … to our Nation
India is great … there is no contradiction.
Gouri Binoy IX A

Saffron Reverberates Power
White cools with Peace
Green gives Prosperity
As I salute my Noble Flag
Ashoka Chakra does Justice
As 24 Spokes Tick My Hours.
Up High It is in the Sky,
Blessing me to Rise High.
Achala IX B

Patriotism
When I say Bharat,
My nerves boost with immense energy!
And relishing pride in my heart
A great vibration in me
When I read the history
Of this incredible country
I then thank the god heartfully
For me being an Indian fortunately
Then I salute Bharat mata!
And say Mera Bharat Mahan!
Patriotism
M.Rahithya Reddy
Class:XC
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Patriotism and the role of parents in building it:
Patriotism is love that supersedes any individual. It is the impulse to
do the right, sometimes difficult thing, for the country in the face of hardships.
In a way, it is comparable to a mother's love-unconditional and sacred. During
the pre-Independence era, the most obvious way to express that love was by
fighting the colonial power, now we must love our country and serve it however we can. ‘Nation-first.’

Joel Ninan
Grade 12

Parents and teachers should create awareness about the rich heritage of India and talk about how ancient our country is and take them to museum to showcase archaeological artifacts that exemplify the rich
heritage of our country. Telling the children the stories of the independence struggle which make them understand the scarifies of our ancestors will inspire them. Children should be encouraged to participate in patriotic activities. It is about taking pride in one's origin and working for the prosperity of the country. Remember true patriotism starts with being a true citizen
In conclusion , India has had a fair share of patriots from the very beginning . The struggle for independence gave birth to various patriots.
Our country will be in safe hand tomorrow if we contribute to raising patriotic children,it will be our
tribute to the priceless scarifies of our ancestors who fought for our freedom

Patriotism and the role of parents in building it.
“A man is a patriot if his heart beats true to his country -Charles E. Jefferson”.
In today’s age citizens have a vague Idea of what patriotism is, they often misconstrue patriotism to be blind trust and belief in whatever the government
does, to quote great Mark Twain “Patriotism is supporting your country all the
time, and your government when it deserves it.” The word antinational is used
so haphazardly that the lines between a patriot and a traitor have blurred. Patriotism is the passionate love one has for their country. This virtue pushes the

Sai Pranay .S
Grade 12

citizens of a country to work for their country selflessly and make it better. Patriotism is the reason a country becomes harmonious.
Patriotism is akin to other values that are to be instilled by parents. Parents play a monumental role in a kid growing up to be a patriot (in its true meaning). Showing kids parades on republic day and Independence Day is a vital
act, however, there are more essential factors which include, telling stories about the freedom struggle etc. They
play a critical role in making the children understand the culture and heritage of the country and the core values
based on which the society was built as also the values propounded by the constitution.
In conclusion, patriotism needs to be inculcated in the children in its true meaning of being passionate about a
country, its heritage and culture apart from understanding the ways through which he can help build the nation in a
multi- faceted manner, rather than understanding it as only raising slogans to hail the country during the national
celebrations.
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Inculcating good values
Today, in the fast-changing world, it has become very essential for a child to learn
the best things in life. One such thing is values that will lay the foundation for him/
her to become a better human being. Instilling such values start at a very early stage.
Schools prepare children to cope with the real challenges of the world by imparting
valuable lessons during the tender years of their childhood. Some psychologists think that though values are
hard to teach, they are important and should be taught at the right age. Parents are the first moral anchors of a
child.
Most important values to be inculcated in ones’ life are the following:
Honesty is the Best Policy , Knowledge is Divine, Give respect
Arvind(8-D) Pms Alwal

RIDDLES
1.I touch your face, I am in your words, I am lack of space and beloved by birds?
2.A whole dale filled, but nod even full hand?
3.What has roots has no body sees, is taller than trees, up it goes and yet never grow?
4.What has a mouth but cannot chew?
5.From it I came, through me it goes down?
Air
Forest
Mountain
River
Tree and Axe
N.Parinika, 4A.
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INTER SCHOOL & INTRA CLASS COMPETITIONS FOR THE MONTH
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UPCOMING COMPETITIONS IN THE MONTH OF AUGUST (2020)
1.Inter School RHETORIC (Elocution competition) for (Grade 6 to 8) will be on 14th August 2020 at 10:00
am.& e-Recitation rhapsody for (Grade 1 to 5) Competition will be on 13 thAugust 2020.
2. Intra Pallavi Competition KALEIDOSCOPE BHARAT-EK-KHOJ Quiz competition on 21st August
2020.
3. Inter school competition at DPS Mahendra Hills “MINDOPAEDIA”
4. Recitation competition on 4th August for Classes 5 to 8 in English, Hindi & Telugu (Inter class)
5. Hat Speech competition on 7th August for Classes 5 to 8 & on 14th August for Classes 1 to 4 in English,
Hindi & Telugu (Inter class)
6. Recitation and story telling competition for grade 1 to 4 on 10 th August (Inter class)

